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Using all of their talent?

That is possible for TVU trainees!

TVU. News – July 2018

Currently, there are 158 employees in TVU. 17 of these employees
are trainees in 8 different professions:

Industrial management

assistant

European management

assistant

Textile product finisher

Textile laboratory assistant

Textile machine and systems

operator

IT specialist

Warehouse logistics specialist



Mechatronic technician

We are very proud of having various different fields of education.

This “invest in people” is an important step for our future and is as

important as investment in latest machinery, high quality yarns and

dyestuff.

In the “war for talents” companies fight for getting the best

junior staff. In these times the apprenticeship gets more and

more important. Only because of intensive marketing we were

able to fill all vacant training positions. Therefore we have

been using for example new channels like Facebook or have

been joining in more regional job fairs or trying to be a reliable

partner for local schools. We are happy to welcoming school

classes for company tours to show the pupils how their

clothes are dyed and that for example in their identity cards

there is TVU yarn inside.

“Ancora imparo” – that means “I am still learning!” That was

what Michelangelo one of the most famous renaissance

artists said at the age of 87 years. If he used these words in

old age also for us this phrase should be very important even

today and even for all workers not only for apprentices in TVU.

 We are continually updating and refining our skills and

knowledge.

Especially we trainee

instructors are looking

forward to July this year as

we will be joining a

“basecamp” with our

trainees in south Germany.

Key qualifications like team spirit, communication skills,



empathy, and power of endurance will be promoted and

improved there. For our corporate philosophy this is

absolutely essential. We are confident that such investment in

people will move TVU forward. 

„My name is Laura Hujer and I am doing my
apprenticeship as a textile laboratory
assistant. TVU was the right decision for
me after school as the educational contents
are super interesting and varied.”

“I am Dennis Böhmländer and I work as a
trainee in textile product finishing. I enjoy
working for TVU the cooperation in the dye
house team is very positive.”

 

„My name is Nina Leidenberger. I have
nearly finished my traineeship for industrial
management assistant. I like working at
TVU as I am facing new challenges in the
purchase department every week. Also I
enjoy working independently with a high
level of responsibility.”

“I am working as an apprentice for



European management assistant and my
name is Laura Drostel. The special thing is
that different languages are include in my
traineeship. Going to school in Regensburg
and working in Leutershausen is very good
as this local change brings a lot of variety.” 

“I am Georg Schirmer and I am employed as
a mechanic technician apprentice. I like
working at TVU very much not only because
of the nice colleagues in the maintenance
department but also because of the very
challenging tasks.”
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